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Re: Submission from Castlemaine Landcare Group to the Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure
Castlemaine Landcare Group welcomes the Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure and its scoping
of the current and future arrangements to secure environmental infrastructure, particularly parks
and open space, for a growing population in Melbourne and across regional centres.
Who we are
Castlemaine Landcare Group (CLG) is, as its name suggests, a landcare group in a regional town. It
works on urban and extra‐urban public land and faces the challenges of urban development in a less‐
urban community, of weeds deriving from farming and residential introduction and of the more
extreme damage done by gold mining.
CLG also comprises people who have lived in other urban and non‐urban areas and understand well
the value of the public land on which we are privileged to work.
Most of our work follows an ephemeral creek which, when running, brings joy to the walkers and
riders on the track that follows the creek for much of its urban length ‐ and can also bring the
ratcheting and "pock"‐ing of frogs and the sight of waterbirds that do not usually visit the area.
When not running, the creek is often a contested space because of the indigenous reeds that are
built for survival but appear "ugly", "untidy", "a mess" by those who do not hear the reed warblers
or the hidden pools that still support aquatic life. "Clean it out" can be louder than "Let it be".
What is meant by environmental infrastructure?
The standard definition of environmental infrastructure refers to municipal works such as water
supply, waste disposal and pollution control services that protect human health and safeguard
environmental quality. The current Inquiry appears to scope a wider application of the concept,
namely, to the natural environment that supports human activities. CLG is responding to that larger
definition. The many definitions of the elements of "Green Infrastructure" fit this broader definition
and our role within it.
The definition adopted by the European Commission covers many of those elements:
"Green Infrastructure can be broadly defined as a strategically planned network of high quality natural and semi‐
natural areas with other environmental features, which is designed and managed to deliver a wide range of
ecosystem services and protect biodiversity in both rural and urban settings. More specifically GI, being a spatial
structure providing benefits from nature to people, aims to enhance nature’s ability to deliver multiple valuable
ecosystem goods and services, such as clean air or water."
European Union (2013): Building a Green Infrastructure for Europe.
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What is our relationship with environmental infrastructure?
While we have been represented on groups and forums covering aspects of environmental
infrastructure such as integrated water management, water sensitive urban design and particular
aspects of urban planning, our response to this Inquiry is derived largely from our on‐ground
experience of delivery of Government legislation and policy for the natural environment and
community involvement in those spaces.
We are a partner with Mount Alexander Shire Council and the other landcare group working on an
urban creek – Friends of Campbells Creek ‐ to an MoU for the delivery of the Castlemaine Urban
Waterways Management Plan. Our creeks form part of a natural corridor throughout the urban area.
For nearly two decades we have had formalised responsibilities for protecting , maintaining and
enhancing our biodiversity and ecosystems. At the same time, most of the spaces we work on also
have a recreational focus and we have to take into consideration the need for community safety and
interest, vehicular movements for management and the different attitudes among the community to
the appropriate uses of public spaces. We need to source grants for our work and support those
grants with our own equipment, labour and learning. Our local Council provides as much support as
we request within its own limited resources. Our regional office of DELWP is similarly very
supportive and our North Central Catchment Management Authority does a great job of keeping us
informed and providing help and grants information. We greatly appreciate the ongoing cooperation
offered to landcare.

Aspects of environmental infrastructure we would like considered
For us, any discussion of the protection of environmental infrastructure includes all laws, policies
and actions that support or impact upon the natural environment and on the capacity to deliver
those directions.
From our experience, we would encourage the Inquiry to scope the following:






The degree of protection for environmental infrastructure as envisaged in its wider sense
within Victoria's legislation and policy. Our sense is that it is limited to particular spaces and
perceived environmental performance; planning decisions are weighted toward urban
growth and overriding economic imperatives that make it difficult to protect smaller spaces
without rare or threatened species or a saleable product. We believe that the loss caused by
property‐by‐property decisions is not sufficiently understood, documented or reportable
upon. The place for a wider, precinct‐based decision making approach about environmental
spaces and corridors should be considered for the protection you identify;
A way to value the several and diverse aspects of such spaces. There has been considerable
work generally on valuing the environment but that work would be difficult to apply to some
of the spaces in this Inquiry where it does not consider those aspects of human benefit as
well as environmental potential (not just current health or richness), the likelihood of
attracting support and voluntary commitment etc.;
The resourcing necessary to deliver and maintain. Our experience, and the work of others,
identifies that regardless of best intentions, the delivery and maintenance aspects of
environmental infrastructure are often the fall down. Insufficient training and knowledge
and too few skilled workers (and landcare can be included here when we do not keep up)
would need to be addressed in accurate projections of costings for delivery of any
recommendations
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How to build a community sense of ownership of the health of such spaces. As we know, this
is contested space and a helpful arm of delivery would be the embracing by community of
an understanding of their own contribution to making these places work well as well as an
appreciation of budgetary allocations
How best to utilise that ownership in a volunteering sense, to keep costs manageable for
Councils. Thinking local has proven to be beneficial for understanding and tackling COVID‐19
and operating at a local level is a distinct benefit of the way our landcare groups work. It can
bring that community sense of ownership of the health of the spaces that people use.

To us, these are real challenges and they require a considered and balanced approach across many
portfolios.
In addition, for our own work we would like to see consideration of
 the role of street footpaths within the terms of the Inquiry. They are a major part of the
public domain and initiatives such as Greening the West have included them within scope;
but allocating sufficient land to meet their additional purpose of green infrastructure pushes
up the price of urban development. Yet they are probably the most frequent interaction that
the community has with the role you are identifying for natural environmental
infrastructure;
 improvements to documentation of change that the community can use and relate to. For
instance, the online maps for our area from DELWP appear to use a 2009 base map that
does not help plan around more recent changes. We would also like to be able to use
Council records to document annual total urban and rural tree removals, particularly on
public land and smaller lots where offsets do not apply. This would help us understand one
aspect of the challenge of retaining and rebuilding natural habitats;
 some form of more permanent protection given to restorative work for which Local, State
and Federal Governments have already paid – including to discourage or prohibit mining and
other possible destruction of sites that have been the focus of environmental restoration
but which would continue to serve the purposes of providing environmental infrastructure.
We have recently taken one small step towards this by requesting that our new General
Local Law, developed under the Local Government Act 2020, include creeks and waterways
within its scope. This has now been done, and the concept of natural habitats has also been
recognised where Council policy applies. This has been a very pleasing, if minor, advance.
We have not indicated just how much research and evidence exists for the importance of securing
environmental infrastructure for the benefit of the community, of ecosystems and of the of the flora
and fauna that make up the natural cycle. We assume that many other submitters will more than
adequately provide that material. We act on that material and trust that the work we and other
landcare groups do will be considered as a vital part of your investigation.
Thank you
Christine Kilmartin
President, Castlemaine Landcare Group
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